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Center is about to get a whole lot more expensive. Dr.
David Dao's lawyers filed suit Tuesday asking for the
hospital to pay him $2.75 million in lost wages and

compensation for emotional distress. Dao's lawyers said
on the cover of a supplemental pleading that Dao

"suffered from severe and enduring emotional distress"
that was "directly and proximately caused by conduct
that Defendant intentionally engaged in to deprive him

of his right to provide for his family and pursue his
chosen profession." It cites from "Plaintiff's answers to
interrogatories," in which Dao says the incident caused

him to suffer from insomnia and anxiety. Dao was
dragged from a United passenger jet after it landed at

the airport on Sunday and bloodied and knocked
unconscious during the confrontation with several
agents, according to the attorneys. Lawyers for the
hospital argue that Dao, who has been in the United
States on a student visa, has no right to sue under

Texas law. "It is not a general civil right to be free of
public disruption, interference with person, property or
business," Dao's attorneys wrote. "Dao's right to pursue

his chosen profession is not absolute, and he has not
cited a single Texas case in which someone was

permitted to sue for a cause of action against a hospital
for the cost of care needed to treat a broken leg
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sustained in a simple slip-and-fall." A spokesman for the
hospital said Dao "should never have been on the

plane." Dao's attorneys wrote that "Dao was forcibly
removed by federal law enforcement officers from the

United flight and has suffered substantial and
continuous pain, loss of wages, and has incurred

substantial medical expenses, as well as suffering from
continuing anxiety and insomnia." The legal action

comes one day after Dao said in a statement released
through his attorneys that he wants the agents who

accosted him to be held accountable.
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